U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL
1730 M Street, N.W., Suite 218
Washington, D.C. 20036-4505
202-254-3600

July 22, 2010

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
Re: OSC File No. DI-08-2971
Dear Mr. President:
Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 1213(e)(3), the Office of Special Counsel (OSC) is forwarding to
you agency reports responding to disclosures received from Mr. Mark Lund, an Aviation Safety
Inspector and Partial Program Manager at the Department of Transportation (DOT), Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA), assigned to the Northwest Airlines (NWA) Certificate
Management Office (NW A CMO), Bloomington, Minnesota. 1 Mr. Lund, who consented to the
release of his name, disclosed allegations concerning FAA's failure to provide proper oversight
of NW A and to address NW A's systemic non-compliance with FAA Airworthiness Directives
(ADs).2
On November 25,2008, OSC referred Mr. Lund's allegations to the Honorable Mary
Peters, then-Secretary of Transportation, to conduct an investigation pursuant to 5 U.S.C.
§ 1213(c) and (d). Then-Secretary Peters delegated investigative authority to DOT's Office of
Inspector General (OIG). On December 14,2009, Secretary of Transportation Ray LaHood
submitted the agency's report to OSC. In response to OSC's request for additional information
regarding administrative action taken by FAA, DOT provided a supplemental report dated
2010.
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Lund reported that the audits, conducted pursuant to an FAA national special emphasis
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adequate oversight of NW A's AD compliance program by accepting voluntary disclosures of
non-compliance in contravention of FAA policy, declining to pursue legal enforcement actions
with civil penalties, and issuing letters of correction without requiring NW A to implement
comprehensive corrective action to address the deficiencies.
Mr. Lund contended that, despite the 2008 audit findings of systemic deficiencies, FAA
failed to take appropriate action to ensure that NW A had an effective AD management system in
place. Instead, he asserted, NW A CMO and FAA's Great Lakes Regional Office (Regional
Office) continued a pattern of declining to take legal enforcement actions against NW A. He
contended that this practice undermined NWA's ability to ensure AD compliance, and resulted in
NW A's operation of non-airworthy and potentially unsafe aircraft.
The investigation substantiated Mr. Lund's allegations that NW A CMO failed to provide
effective oversight ofNWA's AD process, resulting in NWA's continued systemic
AD non-compliance. The investigation revealed that, despite NW A's history of AD noncompliance for more than a decade and current trends, NW A CMO inspectors continued to work
"collaboratively" with the carrier to resolve AD deficiencies, rather than pursue enforcement
actions with civil penalties. Specifically, OIG found that NW A CMO continued to allow
numerous voluntary disclosures of AD non-compliance and closed enforcement cases priInarily
with letters of correction for most of the items of non-compliance. OIG concluded that "these
actions have not been adequate," and in many instances were contrary to FAA guidance. OIG
further stated that, given that AD non-compliance issues were continuing, the status ofNW A's
cOlnpliance with more than 1,000 ADs was unknown.
OIG found that during the four-month period of the 2008 audits conducted pursuant to the
national special emphasis review, NW A CMO identified 14 instances of AD non-compliance.
OIG noted that this number, which was one of the highest of all airlines reviewed, was
significantly higher than the eight items of non-compliance identified by NW A CMO over the
CMO's inability to identify these weaknesses during
previous four years. OIG found that
to
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modification, NWA flew noncompliant aircraft for approximately seventeen years, until the audit, without ever detecting it had failed to conduct
inspections pursuant to the ADs.
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they were not in compliance with an AD requiring inspection of the landing gear fuse pins. oro
concluded that "[c ]ontinuing to close AD enforcement cases with administrative action (e.g., a
letter of correction) is contrary to FAA guidance, which states that administrative action is not
appropriate when there is a trend of non-compliance for the same FAA regulation that has gone
undeterred by the use of administrative or legal enforcement action."
In addition, the report indicates that in 2009, during the oro investigation, Mr. Lund
identified a serious instance of AD non-compliance and failure ofNWA CMO oversight. He
found that NW A did not comply with an AD and Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR), 14 C.F.R.
§ 121.1113C, requiring carriers to incorporate new airworthiness limitations into their
maintenance procedures and to have an FAA-approved fuel tank system (FTS) maintenance
program to mitigate the risks associated with ignition sources and flammability conditions in fuel
tanks. Mr. Lund reported, and oro confirmed, that Principal Avionics rnspector (PAr) Paul
Biever approved NWA's FTS maintenance program Operations Specification in December 2008,
even though Mr. Biever knew that NWA had not incorporated all of the FTS requirements into
its engineering and maintenance procedures. oro further found that Mr. Biever violated the AD
and FAR by granting NW A extensions of time for cOlnpliance without obtaining approval from
the Seattle Aircraft Certification Office (ACO), as explicitly required. oro concluded that these
actions "allowed NW A to operate 61 Boeing 757 aircraft in non-compliance with this AD and
FAR [§ ] 121.1113 C for at least 3.5 months and potentially its entire fleet of over 300 aircraft. ,,4
The investigation also substantiated Mr. Lund's allegation that NWA CMO accepted
voluntary disclosures of AD non-compliance in contravention of FAA guidance. 010 found that
··CMO management continued to accept voluntary disclosures despite a clear trend of similar AD
process deficiencies and contrary to its own guidance governing disclosures of repeat violations
and disclosures made during any FAA inspection." The report states that during FY s 2007 and
2008, NW A CMO accepted 12 voluntary disclosures where "clear trends existed in the type of
deficiencies identified." oro further found that NWA CMO management accepted three
voluntary disclosures during the 2008 audits conducted pursuant to the national special emphasis

noted that the FTS maintenance program Operations Specification covered all NWA aircraft. Mr. Lund's
enforcement case covered only Boeing 757 aircraft, but NWA 's entire fleet could have been in non-compliance.
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enforcement actions. In comparison with the percentage of penalties issued in other regions,
010 did not find concerning disparities. 010 determined that the problen1s appeared to exist
primarily within NW A CMO. However, 010 did find that inspectors were reluctant to
recommend civil penalties because they believed the Regional Office was too lenient and would
not support civil penalties. 010 attributed this perception to the new enforcement tool used in
preparing enforcement cases, which limits inspectors' flexibility to recommend civil penalties,
and to the fact that, for several years, FAA Headquarters strongly promoted working
collaboratively with carriers rather than imposing civil penalties. In addition, OIG identified one
enforcement case that was misplaced by the Regional Office after it was received from NW A
CMO in October 2008. The report states that it was not until 010 inquired about the status of
that case that the Regional Office discovered the mistake. NW A CMO promptly re-submitted
the case in September 2009, and the Regional Office proposed a $1.35 million civil penalty
against NW A. In closing, 010 reiterated the concern it raised to Congress in April 2008, after
the AD non-compliance at Southwest Airlines was exposed, that ifF AA relies too heavily on selfdisclosures and promotes a pattern of excessive leniency at the expense of effective oversight
and appropriate enforcement."
In response to OIO's findings and recommendations, FAA Adlninistrator 1. Randolph
Babbitt established an Internal Assistance Capability (lAC) review team to oversee the
implementation of the reviews and audits recommended. While several of the reviews were
completed, the recommended safety attribute inspection was delayed until July 2010, due to the
Inerger ofNWA and Delta Airlines. In addition, DOT's supplemental report of February 4,
2010, confirms that FAA proposed a five-day suspension for PAl Paul Biever and a ten-day
suspension for NWA CMO Manager Ken McOurty.
Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 1213(e)(1), Mr. Lund had an opportunity to review and provide
con1ments on the agency's reports. Overall, Mr. Lund expressed his appreciation for the 010
investigation and its validation of most of his allegations. Mr. Lund commented on OIO's
findings
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Mr. Lund also contends that the dysfunction between FAA managers and inspectors within
NW A CMO persists in the Delta CMO following the merger of the two carriers. He asserted that
the inspector is not supported by FAA management and "has to typically fight through the FAA
management chain of command just to perform his public safety duties." He believes FAA's
culture of placing the interests of the carrier over safety continues to pose a risk to the flying
public, and he outlined some of his observations since the merger. In particular, he noted that the
lnerger was allowed to go forward despite findings that Delta Airlines' Continuing Analysis and
Surveillance System (CASS) program was deficient. In addition, he commented that he does not
believe the disciplinary action against Mr. Biever and Mr. McGurty has had a deterrent effect on
the current managers within the Delta CMO. He contends that Delta CMO management is
continuing the practice of accepting voluntary disclosures of AD non-compliance contrary to
FAA guidance, just as NW A n1anagement did. Finally, he argued that change can occur only
when FAA holds its managers accountable for their compliance with FAA policies and
guidelines.
OSC has reviewed the original disclosure, the agency's reports, and the whistleblower's
comments. Based on that review, OSC has determined that the agency's reports contain all of
the information required by statute and that the findings of the agency head appear to be
reasonable.
As required by law, 5 U.S.C. § 1213(e)(3), OSC has sent copies of the agency's reports and
Mr. Lund's comn1ents to the Chairmen and Ranking Members of the Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science, and Transportation and the House Committee on Transportation and
Infrastructure. OSC has also filed copies of the reports and Mr. Lund's comments in our public
file, which is available on-line at
and closed the matter.
Respectfully,

